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THE INVESTIGATION OF THE STONE AGE SITES OF
KATARZHINO I AND KATARZHINO II, NEAR V.
CHERVONOZNAMENKA (IVANOVKA DISTRICT OF ODESSA
REGION) AND SOME PROBLEMS OF THE RESEARCHES
ON MESOLITHIC AND NEOLITHIC IN THE NORTH-WEST
PONTIC REGION
-AbstractThe sites are located on the capes of the right bank of the river Kuyal'nik Minor, 2
km north to v. Chervonoznamenka (Ivanoka district of Odessa region). The investigation of
Katarzhino I, during 2007 – 2010 (40 sq.m of excavated area), revealed the vertical shift
and re-deposition of the cultural layer, caused by animal activity (shrews, moles etc.).
Several years of investigation gave 5900 flint items, 52 ceramic fragments and a great
amount of faunal remains (such as fragments of animal teeth, turtle test etc.). The presence
of small ceramic fragments allows us to ascribe this complex to Neolithic.
The investigation of Katarzhino II (5 sq.m of investigated area) indicates the
probable presence in situ of a cultural layer. The archaeological material (flint inventory,
ceramics) obtained during the sondage is similar to the material of Katarzhino I.
Both Katarzhino I and Katarzhino II are characterized by microlithic inventory with
traits of Grebeniki and Kukrek complexes of the North-West Pontic region. The small
ceramic debris found in the site proved to be synchronous with the flint items.
The investigation of Katarzhino I and Katarzhino II gives the obvious evidence of
the fact that, just as in case of other known archaeological sites that gave surface collections
of similar flint items, which, up to a recent time, were attributed by some researchers to
Mesolithic, should be “redated” to Neolithic.
Keywords: Katarzhino, Neolithic, Pontic area, flint items, ceramics.

CERCETĂRILE DESFĂŞURATE ÎN SITURILE DIN EPOCA PIETREI, KATARZHINO I
ŞI KATARZHINO II, LÂNGĂ CHERVONOZNAMENKA (DISTRICTUL IVANOVKA,
REGIUNEA ODESSA) ŞI CÂTEVA PROBLEME ŢINÂND DE CERCETAREA
MEZOLITICULUI ŞI A NEOLITICULUI ÎN REGIUNEA PONTICĂ DE NORD-VEST
- Rezumat –
Siturile sunt localizate pe două promotorii de pe malul drept al râului Kuyal'nik
Minor, la 2 km nord de Chervonoznamenka (districtul Ivanoka, regiunea Odessa).
Cercetările desfăşurate la Katarzhino I, în perioada 2007 – 2010 (pe o suprafaţă de 40 m2),
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au scos la iveală faptul că nivelul de cultură a suferit o deplasare pe verticală şi o
redispunere a sa, ca urmare a activităţii animalelor (şoareci de câmp, cârtiţe etc.). Cei câţiva
ani de cercetări au dus la descoperirea a 5900 de piese de silex, 52 de fragmente ceramice şi
o mare cantitate de resturi faunistice (cum ar fi fragmente de dinţi, de carapace de broască
ţestoasă etc.). Prezenţa unor mici fragmente ceramice permite datarea acestui complex în
neolitic.
Cercetările de la Katarzhino II, desfăşurate pe o suprafaţă de 5 m2 indică posibila
prezenţă in situ a unui strat cultural. Materialul arheologic (silex, ceramică) obţinut în urma
sondajului este similar cu cel de la Katarzhino I.
Atât Katarzhino I cât şi Katarzhino II au scos la iveală un inventor microlitic cu
trăsături caracteristice complexelor Grebeniki şi Kukrek, din regiunea pontică de nord-vest.
Micile resturi ceramice găsite în strat s-au dovedit a fi contemporane cu obiectele de silex
strânse tot de acolo.
Cercetările de la Katarzhino I şi Katarzhino II furnizează dovezi evidente ale
faptului că, la fel ca în cazul unor alte situri arheologice care au furnizat colecţii de
suprafaţă constituite din obiecte de silex similare şi care, până nu demult, au fost datate de
unii cercetători în mezolitic, ar trebui să fie “redatate” în neolitic.
Cuvinte cheie: Katarzhino, neolitic, zona pontică, silex, ceramică.


In the summer of 2007, the archaeological prospects in Ivanovka and
Shiryaevo districts of Odessa region were undertaken by the author, as part of the
archaeological practice of the students of the Faculty of History, Odessa National
University, “I.I. Mechnikov”.1 These prospects included the investigation of some
river valleys, such as Minor and Middle Kuyal’nik, that flow together near v.
Chervonoznamenka, and also of the adjacent gully system.
The penetration of the river valley of Minor Kuyal’nik is about 100 m; the vividly
marked floodplain terraces are absent. The left sides of the valley are gently sloping and
smoothly transiting into the watershed; the right sides are more steep and precipitous. The
2
terrace (the terrace-like ledge after V.I. Kraskovsky) adjoins the right sides of the valley
almost along its length; the width of the valley varies from 50 to 200 and more meters, the
height – from 10 to 20/40 meters (estimated visually). Green clay layers with carbon
contractions and sandstones are situated at the base of the terrace (ledge). Above them, the
loess-like loams and black-earth sediments (predominantly) are situated. The Minor
Kuyal’nik river high terrace sediments differ from those of the lower terrace: the
investigation of river’s right bank revealed that the base of the terrace (green clay layers
1

И.В. Пиструил, Памятники каменного века среднего течения р.Малый Куяльник in
Лукомор’я: археологія, етнологія, історія північно-західного Причорномор’я, Вип.3,
Одеса, Видавничий дім «Паллада», 2009, С. 65-71.
2
В.И. Красковский, Памятники мезолитического времени в долине реки Малый
Куяльник in Материалы по археологии Северного Причерноморья, Вып.7, Киев,
Наукова думка, 1971, С. 172-179.
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with carbon contractions and sandstones) is re-covered by black earth sediment with
thickness up to 1-1,5/2 meters. Loess-like loams are either almost absent, or their presence
is indicated by more light-colored (yellow shade) lower part of black-earth sediment layer.
The thickness of the loess sediments gradually increases to the watershed. Thus, the high
terrace loess sediments were subjected to washing off processes and were deposited to the
lower terrace levels, presumably, during the time of Pleistocene/Holocene boundary.
The not so great thickness of the sediments that cover the base of the higher terrace
on its bend and the adjacent areas up to 200 m wide, presumably influenced the
organization of many quarries, stretching almost uninterruptedly from v.
Chervonoznamenka to v. Polino-Osipenkovo. The soil and limestone gravels from these
quarries were transported downwards for the purpose of building the railway branch
Razdel’naya – Ivanovka and for the construction of sumps in the floodplain of Minor
Kuyal’nik river, 1.5 km to the north-west from v. Chervonoznamenka. Above all, in 196070-s the forestry of Shiryaevo district undertook a slope terracing and tree-planting (pine,
acacia) in course of the anti-landslide actions.
During the prospect of 2007, 5 sites with flint inventory were identified on the
promontories of the right banks of Small Kuyal’nik river (Katarzhino 1-5). Four of these
sites gave a small amount of flint inventory (Katarzhino 2 – 20 pieces, Katarzhino 3 – 9
pieces, Katarzhino 4 – 7 pieces, Katarzhino 5 – 5 pieces): cores, splits of renewal, flakes,
blades and micro-blades, scrapers and retouched blades, trapeze.3 In 2007, the trenching of
these promontories revealed no presence of the cultural layers, although the similar
stratigraphy of the sediments (black earth, grey loam, loess-like loam) and the absence of
any obvious intervention of the excavating machines into the processes of relief-forming
allow us to assume their presence in relatively undisturbed condition.
The main work took place between 2007-2010, at the site of Katarzhino 1. This
work resulted in the collection of numerous materials from the surface. The site is situated
on the promontory of the lower terrace (terrace-like ledge) of the Minor Kuyal’nik river
right bank; this promontory begins approximately at 80 meters upstream from the existing
edge of a dam (see Ill. 1). The promontory is located opposite to the mouth of a gully
(ravine) and was formed in course of the loss of clastic material from this gully several
kilometers long, that cuts all the terrace levels. Three pits (sized 1 x 1 meters) were
trenched in the places of the highest concentration of material.

Pit № 1 gave the complete profile of the deposition of this promontory
(western side section):
а) black earth, up to 40 cm thick;
b) grey loam, up to 20 cm thick;
c) loess-like loam, up to 25-30 cm thick;
d) clay depositions with carbonate concretions, the thickness is unknown.

3

И.В. Пиструил, Стоянка Катаржино 1 и проблема идентификации памятников
неолита в степях северо-западного Причерноморья in Stratum plus, №2, 2011, С. 209219.
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The most part of the archaeological material lays in black earth, 15-30 cm deep from
the present surface, though some finds were situated also in the turf layer as well as at the
depth of 70 cm; this fact was caused by animal activity (shrews, moles etc.).
Pits № 2 and № 3 were dug 30-40 cm down, where almost only a solid layer of
limestone slabs (up to 1 cm thick) was found; in pit № 3 they lay less tight. The main part
of the finds was situated between and over this layer of slabs. It was supposed that this slab
construction had an artificial origin: they could be brought to the promontory from gullies
and ravines, situated in the vicinities of the site (these gullies and ravines sometimes cut the
bases of the terraces and denude a huge limestone layer (its visible thickness reaches up to
3 and more meters). The limestone layer flakes horizontally into separate “blocks”, each 14 cm thick (such blocks were found in pits).
In 2008-2010, an average area of 40 sq.m (sized 8 x 5 meters) was excavated to the
south and east from pit № 2. The archaeological material is vertically
re-deposited (it lies beginning from the turf layer), that’s why the investigation was
undertaken using relative micro-horizons of sediment removal (each 5-6 cm thick). The
depth of the excavation reached 60 cm: turf layer, 6 micro-horizons, final digging. Thus the
following sediment layers were excavated: black earth, green loams and the upper part of
yellow loess-like loams. The area of 35 sq.m was cleared up of limestone slabs, which can
be “assembled” together into a large limestone plate up to 10-20 cm thick, tilted 30-35° to
horizontal surface. This mass of limestone slabs penetrates into the western side of the
excavation area and also in the lower layers. Thus, the presence of the limestone plate (or
plates) on this promontory is linked with natural factors that led to the destruction of the
upper terrace, most probably in prehistoric times. Bank erosion led to the destruction of the
upper terrace levels and to the re-deposition of limestone plates of different size on the
lower terrace levels. The people settled on this promontory when the plates were almost
completely buried by loess-like loams and black earth sediments. Further, these plates
prevented the erosion of deposits, that preserved the remains of human activity at this place.
The archaeological material was situated predominantly slightly higher than the
limestone slabs, of the depth of 20-30 cm from the contemporary surface. The cultural layer
was heavily disturbed by animal activity (shrews, moles etc.), that led to the vertical
re-deposition of flint inventory and faunal remains.

Several years of site investigation gave 5900 stone items and 52 fragments
of ceramics.
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Table № 1. Katarzhino 1. Typological structure of collection.
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Names of implements
Knapped pebbles, fragments
Cores with 1 striking platform
Cores with 2 striking platform
Core fragment
Splits of renewal
Large-size flakes
Middle-size flakes
Small-size flakes (scales)
Large-size blades
Middle-size blades
Micro-blades
Scrapers
Burins
Atypical burins
Trapezes
Fragments of items with secondary processing
Retouched blades and micro-blades
Backed micro-blades
Points, drills
Micro-point
Scraper-point
Burin-like blades
Blades and micro-blades with retouched notch
Truncated blades
Hacked blades
Hacked flakes
Blades and micro-blades with utilization retouch
Retouched flakes
Flakes with utilization retouch
Retouched fragment
Fragments of pottery
Retouched flake (sandstone)
Flake (sandstone)
Trapeze? (sandstone)
Anvil (sandstone)
Hammerstones and pressure flaking tools
Total

Quantity
109
28
7
1
130
20
405
2451
2
413
1808
65
5
4
41
6
75
15
5
3
1
23
4
7
12
1
202
5
32
1
52
5
3
1
4
6
5952

%
1.8
0.5
0.1
0.02
2.2
0.3
6.8
41.2
0.03
6.9
30.4
1.1
0.1
0.1
0.7
0.1
1.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.02
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.01
3.4
0.1
0.5
0.01
0.9
0.1
0.05
0.01
0.1
0.1
100

The flint inventory is similar in all the micro-horizons of removal. The
primary knapping of flint and the secondary processing took place at the site area,
as approved by the large amount of fragments, splits of core renewal, scales etc.
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The knapping technique is prismatic. Cores and debitage give the evidence of small
scale flint pebbles utilization (maximum size up to 8 cm). The nearest outcrops of
similar flint are situated at Kuchurgan river (flint pebble layers of different
thickness, located in sandy sediments). The cores are predominantly flattened, with
one striking platform. Conic and cylinder forms are also present.
Flakes are the most numerous category of flint inventory (up to 50% of the
total quantity). They are divided into three groups: large-size (over 3 cm long),
middle-size (1.5-3 cm long) and small-size (less than 1.5 cm long; this group
includes also scales less than 0.5 cm). Blades are the second category of items
(over 37% of the total quantity of the collection) and are presented mostly by
sections, distal and proximal ends; unbroken blades are single. They are also
divided into three groups: large-size (over 2 cm wide), middle-size (0.9-2 cm wide)
and micro-blades (less than 0.9 cm wide). The micro-blade group includes a series
of items 0.3-0.4 cm wide that constitutes up to 20% of the total amount of
micro-blades; the width of this debitage allows us to suggest the pencil-form cores
knapping technology, though this type of cores is still absent in the collection of
the site.
Separate categories include blades, micro-blades and flakes with utilization
retouch, that present up to 4% of the total amount of flint inventory. The edges of
these debitage items (dorsal and/or ventral surfaces) bear small regular and
irregular retouch of different sizes that is the result of the working processes.
Secondary processing items represent about 4% of the total amount of flint
inventory; debitage items with retouch predominate (mostly blades). The edges of
the debitage blanks bear regular retouch on dorsal and sometimes on ventral
surfaces of the items; this retouch may be the result of long-time and/or intensive
utilization, in course of different manufacture processes (e.g. scraping, planning,
sawing etc.). This group also includes some blade and micro-blade fragments with
retouched notches. There is no obvious presence of micro-burin technique.
Scrapers take the second place among the items with secondary processing
and are represented predominantly by rounded and sub-rounded forms, as well as
end-scrapers on flakes.
The quantity of the trapezes and their fragments (0.7%) is two times less
than that of the scrapers. They vary in size and manufacture technique; some of
them have retouched upper base (in one case the trapeze looks like a segment); two
trapezes are manufactured with the help of alternative retouching. The size of the
trapezes (width of blank debitage) allows us to single out three groups:
- low (several items) – less than 1 cm in height, symmetric, as a rule;
- middle – 1.1-1.3 cm in height, with predominance of symmetric or
slightly asymmetric items;
- high – 1.6-1.8 cm in height, symmetric as a rule.
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The quantity of the second group of trapezes is a little bigger than that of the
third group.
Burin-like items (0.4%) were singled out due to burin split. This burin splits
are accidental and occurred in course of the blank fragmentation; in general, thin
burin split emerged in the process of blade fragmentation (type – angle burin on
broken blade). Thus, not all burin-like items were burins.
Three burins – one two-sided burin and two angle burins on blades – are
present in the collection.
Backed micro-blades and hacked blades are represented by several items
(0.3 and 0.2%). One backed edge micro-blades (fragments) prevail in this group;
also two backed edges micro-blades and micro-blades with one backed and one
retouched edges are present in the collection. Hacked blades are also various; three
of these items can be attributed to the Kukrek-type inserts. Some blades have basal
edges, worked by flat splits. Four tools have flat splits on their ventral surface
along one or both sides of a blank.
Points, micro-points, drills and combined tools (scraper-and-point) are
presented by single pieces.
Other stone items are represented by flakes, retouched flakes, sandstone
trapeze, anvils made of limestone slabs and also hammerstones and pressure
flaking tools made of sandstone and limestone.
Fragments of molded pottery – small (up to 1 cm) and non-ornamented - are
present in all micro-horizons of sediment removal. At present, the small size of
these fragments gives no possibility to reconstruct the pottery types; there is only
one fragment of a rim and other debris present the fragments of sides. The ceramics
relate to one general type of red and black color and is slightly rolled. The
manufacture process included the utilization of sand, crushed shells and,
presumably, plant additions. Black-colored pottery fragments have a greasy luster
and are “greasy” in touch. The general appearance of pottery fragments is archaic
and can be the part of a single technological complex, together with the stone
inventory.

Besides the stone inventory, the excavations gave many faunal
remains, presented by teeth and bone fragments that belong presumably to
large animals and also by the fragment of a tortoise shell. The faunal
material is heavily fragmented; some of fragments bear the signs of fire
impact.
The site of Katarzhino 2.
The site is situated on the promontory of the lower terrace (terrace-like
ledge) of the right bank of Minor Kuyal’nik river, about 200 meters from the site of
Katarzhino 1, up the river (near the electric transformer); the promontory is located
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opposite to the railroad mark 7/8 22/23 km (see Illustration 3). In course of the
archaeological research (undertaken in 2007 by the author), 20 flint items were
found on the road that crosses the lower part of the promontory. 4 The cultural layer
was not revealed, though it was assumed that its remainder could be preserved in
the upper part of the slope. At present, the promontory is completely covered by
trees and bushes (stretching almost to the railway).
In 2008, extra trenching beyond the railway was undertaken, that was caused
by the possible handing of over 10 hectares of land to agriculture activities in this
region.
Pit №1 (sized 1х1 meters and 0.9 meter deep) laid 20 meters to the south of
the railway (between marks 6/7-7/8 in the range of the 22-nd km of the railway,
between Razdel’naya and Ivanovka). The sediments consist of black earth, that
gradually becomes more yellow-shaded from 0.7 meters depth. The archaeological
finds (flint, bones, pottery) are located at the depth of 0.5-0.6 meters.
The general appearance of the flint material, as well as of the small pottery
fragments, is identical to that from Katarzhino 1. There are also 20 unidentified
small bone fragments found in pit №1.
Pit №2 (sized 1х1 meters, 1 meter deep) is situated 20 meters to the south of
pit №1. From the depth 0.8 m, the sediment layer of black earth gradually transits
into a yellow loams layer. The finds made on the depth of approximately 0.7-0.8 m
include 8 end scrapers on flakes and semi-circular scrapers. Comparatively with
archaeological material from the sites of Katarzhino 1 and Katarzhino 2, these
scrapers are large enough (see Ill. 4, 1-8), but the flint is similar to that from pit №1
of Katarzhino 2.
Table № 2. Katarzhino 2. Typological structure of collection.
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4

Archaeological Finds
Fragments
Core with 1 striking platform
Pre-core
Splits of renewal
Middle flakes
Small flakes/scales
Middle blades
Micro-blades
Scrapers
Micro-blades with utilization
retouch

Pit №1
6
16
14
2
-

Pit №2

Pit №3
8
-

1
1
1
2
15
47
24
24
1
1

І.В. Піструіл, Дослідження стоянок кам’яного віку Катаржино 1 та Катаржино 2
біля с.Червонознам’янка (Іванівський район Одеської обл.) in Кам’яна доба України,
Вип.14, Київ, Шлях, 2011, С. 172-181.
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12
13
14
15
16

Backed micro-points
Retouched blades
Blades with retouch of use
Truncated blades
Flakes with retouch of use
Pottery fragments
Total

59
3
2
3
46

8

1
1
4
5
128

Pit №3 (sized 2х2 meters, maximal depth 0.7 meters) is situated at 2 meters
to the north-east from pit №1. The sediment layers are represented by pure black
earth (from the present-day surface to the depth of 0.6 m) and black earth with
loess-like loam (below 0.6 m of depth), the presence of which is indicated by the
yellow shade. The archaeological materials lay from the turf layer to the depth of
0.5 m, but its most amount (up to 50%) was revealed at the depth of 0.3-0.4 m.
Also, 10 unidentified bone fragments were found in pit №3.
Generally, the flint inventory from pit №3 is analogous to the material from
pit №1 of Katarzhino 2 and to the flint inventory of Katarzhino 1 site.
Thus, at present, there are two sites discovered in the vicinities of v.
Chervonoznamenka, with microlithic inventory that bears the traits of Grebeniki
and Kukrek complexes – archaeological cultures assigned to the North-West Pontic
region. Along with the flint inventory, several small fragments of pottery are
present in collection, the general appearance of which is synchronous to the flint
items that were found. At the same time, there are sites with microlithic flint
inventory known on the territory of Odessa region, that are related to Late
Mesolithic time (sites of Tardenuaz type: Orlovka, Dovzhanka, Poznanka,
Skosarevka and others).5 In the collections from these sites, the pottery fragments
are absent, as well as from the collections of the excavated Mesolithic sites of
Grebeniki-Kukrek type (Mirne, Zaliznichne).6 This problem is linked with the
processes of neolitization in this region and demands further investigation.
5

П.И. Борисковский, Разведки памятников каменного века в Одесской области в
1962 году in Краткие сообщения Одесского государственного археологического
музея, 1964, С.12-17. Г.В. Григорьева, Новые памятники каменного века в нижнем
Поднестровье in Краткие сообщения Одесского государственного археологического
музея, 1964, С.17-24. В.И. Красковский Памятники палеолита и мезолита северозападного Причерноморья, Киев, 1978, 70 с. В.И. Красковский, В.Н. Станко, К
археологической карте-схеме памятников каменного века нижнего Поднестровья in
Материалы по археологии Северного Причерноморья, Вып.5, Киев, Наукова думка,
1966, С. 235-244.
6
В.Н. Станко Мирное. Проблема мезолита степей Северного Причерноморья, Киев,
Наукова думка, 1982, 175 с. Е.В. Смынтына, Поселение Зализничное и проблема
сложения позднемезолитической культуры в Нижнедунайском регионе in Stratum
plus, 2001-2002, №1, С.452-463.
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